
Hallo everybody,

some months ago I have read an interview with Vithoulkas, where he talks about smth interessting:

"I listened once to a German lady homeopath who was claiming to be extremely successful with a lot

of patient’s. When I asked her from which pharmaceutical company she was purchasing her

remedies, she told me that she produced the remedies herself. She would write in a piece of paper

the remedy and the potency and through a machine will produce it instantly. Tell if this is not a

hundred percent placebo effect.

The lady was so successful financially that she donated a big amount to the Foundation of "George

Vithoulkas Stifftung” in Germany."

Source: http://www.hpathy.com/interviews/georgevithoulkas.asp

I have read some weeks before that interview about a doctor who was on holiday with her dauther

and did not have any possibility to get the right remedy, so she wrote the name of the remedy on a

piece of paper, place it on the glass for some time and gave to the dauther with immediate effect.

 Another remedy given as granules failed before. 

So far to this ideas which brought me to think about this. 

Remembering of Masaru Emoto and his provings that words written on glasses change the structure

of the water crystals I realized THIS MUST WORK !

A word vibrates, and a word with the name of the remedies vibrates too and programms this

vibration into the water. A thought is also vibration.

It is also known from a real agricultural experiment that photos of some bugs make another bugs

leave the fields.

Knowing all this I decided to test it myself, fully convinced it works, because I know the principles.

And guess what ! It works !

I gave the paper & water remedy to all kind of people in the last months, believers and not

believers, to people making the remedy themself or drinking the whater without knowing they take a

remedy. So the  placebo effect can be fully ignored, is not the case.

Vithoulkas is too old and serious to take such a thing in consideration and try it, and probably many

other people would do the same. Besides this, this is not really good to 

be known by not-homeopaths, since if the homeopathy itself is dufficult to believe for the material

way of thinking, what smdy like that would think about some words written on a piece of paper ????

So here are my experiences with the paper remedy in the chronologic order.

I tell people to do that :  Fill a glass of thin transpaernt glass half with water, cut a piece of white

paper, write the name and the potency of the remedy on the paper and either place it into the

whater face down or stick it on the glass writing facing inwards. Paper shoul be sticked at the same

lavel with the water.  Then place the glass for 60-90 minutes in a dark queit places and succus 4-6

times before dinking.

Euphrasia 200 in an conjuctivitis case. It worked very good.

Myself I tested a nosede I could not buy (Clostrides) and noticed the water have a very weird taste.

(the Lachesis woman told be the same think afterwards. Did not notice any change from the remedy

and only took it once.

Lachesis 10M to a 35 old woman, in an acute case. It worked right ways. She was on Lachesis before,

so I knew was the right remedy. The woman reported a strange taste of the water and that the glass

was very "heavy".

Staphysagria 200. Did not work. But Staphysagria 200 after that in granules did not work either. So

here it was just the wrong remedy.

A friend took a remedy I forgot now which one in the same manner  and reported of a weird taste of

the remedy.

Argentum nitricum 200 in a panic attack. It worked right away.

Magnesium phosphoricum 1M in very strong lombar pain caused by borrilia (that time nobody knew

that.)  It worked for 6-8 hours very good, although the pain was constant before the remedy.

Another  paper remedy after and before this one failed ! (Wrong remedies)
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Stramonium 10M to a woman in violent delirium. Did not know that she took a remedy. It worked

and first aggravated the simptoms obviously.

Argentum nitricum 1M for a stomach affection. It worked, pacient was 2 days tired after the remedy,

after that she was curing slowly. 

Aconitum 200, panic attacks. It worked right away.

There are some more cases, but I stop here, I guess it's enough.

So this is my own experience with this. Believe it or not it worked for me, it works for a rich german

homeopth, who even donate  money for Vithoulkas Stiftung, it worked for another doctor in an

emergency.

This is my eyes beyond placebo and the paper remedies did not have any effect with the wrong

remedy names.

We have also the scientific proof from Masaru Emoto and others that words written on whatever

inform the water with the vibration or so to say  the meaning or the "content" of the word. 

It is not a method to replace the remedies, but it is good method to help somebody in cases where is

not possible to get any remedy in in real time.

Or or to use some remedies that nobody produces (like Clostrides)!

It would be interesting if some other open minded people here or elsewhere would test this principle

too and report the results. 

Regards, Scarface
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